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Machine learning for first-principles theory

e.g., calculations of the Standard Model, BSM model, EFT, … 

Require mathematical guarantees of exactness to preserve rigour of 
first-principles calculations 

No room for approximations, errors, modelling, or any uncertainties 
which cannot be systematically improved  

Compute exact results from known theory 
Use AI/ML to do it faster

AI/ML algorithm poorly trained  
AI/ML algorithm well trained

Results correct, but slower 
Results correct, but faster
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Machine learning for first-principles theory

e.g., Tune parameters of existing algorithm using AI 

[Free parameters of algebraic multigrid for solving linear systems, 
automatic differentiation rather than stochastic optimisation] 

Do the calculation the “same way” but faster1.
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Compute exact results from known theory 
Use AI/ML to do it faster

AI-accelerated algorithm
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Machine learning for first-principles theory

e.g., Preconditioning of any type  
[Numerical solver e.g., matrix inversion, faster convergence after preconditioning] 

e.g. Change-of-variables  
[Deformation of path integral contour leaves observables unaltered but modifies 
variance] 

Transform the problem into a different one with better properties 
(computationally easier) but same solution

2.

Standard algorithm

AI-accelerated algorithm
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Machine learning for first-principles theory

e.g., Learn a map from one observable to another, bias-correct 
[Sloppy and high-precision solutions of linear systems] 

Solve a different problem, apply a known correction3.

Phiala Shanahan, MIT

Compute exact results from known theory 
Use AI/ML to do it faster

AI-accelerated algorithm
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e.g. Sample nearby probability distribution, 
reweight/resample 
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Machine learning for first-principles theory

Solve a different problem, apply a known correction3.

Phiala Shanahan, MIT

Compute exact results from known theory 
Use AI/ML to do it faster

Now: Details of one example of this approach for lattice 
QCD calculations of the Standard Model



• Euclidean space-time 

• Non-zero lattice spacing 

• Finite volume 

• Some calculations use larger- 
than-physical quark masses (cheaper)

Lattice QCD
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t ! i⌧

hOi =
1

Z
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DAD D O[A,  ]e�S[A,  ]

hOi '
1

Nconf

NconfX

i

O([U i])

Approximate the QCD path integral by Monte Carlo

with field configurations        distributed according toU i e�S[U ]

Numerical first-principles approach to  
non-perturbative QCD

L3 ⇥ T ⇡ 323 ⇥ 64
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Generate QCD gauge fields
amiltonian dynamics can be used to produce distant proposals for the Metropolis algorithm, thereby avoiding the slow exploration of 
the state space that results from the diffusive behaviour of simple random-walk proposals 

Generate field configurations           with probability          �(x)

P [�(x)] ⇠ e�S[�(x)]

Hamiltonian/Hybrid Monte Carlo

Correlation length dictated by Markov chain ‘auto-correlation time’: 
shorter autocorrelation time implies less computational cost 

New simulation strategies 
for lattice gauge theory
Michael G. Endres Lattice 2016

Multiscale Monte Carlo equilibration: Pure Yang-Mills theory
Michael G. Endres, Richard C. Brower, William Detmold, Kostas Orginos, Andrew V. Pochinsky

Multigrid  ideas for HMC
Very important and difficult problem
Major focus of US Exascale Software
project
(see Poster by Mike Endres)
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Generate QCD gauge fields
QCD gauge field configurations sampled via  

Hamiltonian dynamics + Markov Chain Monte Carlo

Updates diffusive

Lattice spacing 0

Number of updates 
to change fixed 

physical length scale
∞

“Critical slowing-down”  
of generation of uncorrelated samples
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Generate QCD gauge fields
Generate field configurations           with probability          �(x)

P [�(x)] ⇠ e�S[�(x)]
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Generate QCD gauge fields

Parallels with image generation problem
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thispersondoesnotexist.com
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Machine learning QCD
CIFAR benchmark image set for 
machine learning

Each image has meaning 

32 x 32 pixels x 3 cols 
≃3000 numbers 

60000 samples 

Local structures are 
important 

Translation-invariance within 
frame

Ensemble of lattice QCD gauge 
fields

Ensemble of gauge fields has 
meaning 

643 x128 x 4 x 9 x 2 
≃109 numbers 

~1000 samples 

Long-distance correlations are 
important 

Gauge and translation-
invariant with periodic 
boundaries
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Machine learning QCD
CIFAR benchmark image set for 
machine learning

Each image has meaning 

32 x 32 pixels x 3 cols 
≃3000 numbers 

60000 samples 

Local structures are 
important 

Translation-invariance within 
frame

Ensemble of lattice QCD gauge 
fields

Ensemble of gauge fields has 
meaning 

643 x128 x 4 x 9 x 2 
≃109 numbers 

~1000 samples 

Long-distance correlations are 
important 

Gauge and translation-
invariant with periodic 
boundaries

Need custom ML for physics from the ground up 

         AB-INITIO AI  
 



The NSF AI Institute for Artificial Intelligence and
Fundamental Interactions  (IAIFI  /aɪ-faɪ/  iaifi.org)

Advance physics knowledge — from the smallest building blocks of nature
to the largest structures in the universe — and galvanize AI research innovation

15

http://iaifi.org


The NSF AI Institute for Artificial Intelligence and
Fundamental Interactions  (IAIFI  /aɪ-faɪ/  iaifi.org)

Advance physics knowledge — from the smallest building blocks of nature
to the largest structures in the universe — and galvanize AI research innovation
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Symmetries, conservation laws, scaling relations, limiting behaviors, 
locality, causality, unitarity, gauge invariance, entropy, least action, 
factorization, unit tests, exactness, systematic uncertainties, 
reproducibility, verifiability, …

Develop artificial intelligence 
based on physics principles 

“Ab-Initio AI”

http://iaifi.org
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Phiala Shanahan, MIT

Generative flow models
Flow-based models learn a change-of-variables that transforms a known 
distribution to the desired distribution  

Can be made exact through accept/reject!
[Rezende & Mohamed 1505.05770]  

[Phys.Rev.D 100 (2019), 034515]

Easily sampled
Approximates 

desired distribution
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Many simple layers 
composed

Function with 
many free 
parameters to 
be optimised 
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Flow models for QCD
Previously:  Flows on real numbers
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FIG. 1. Left: distributions that exactly respect gauge sym-
metry factor over the degrees of freedom, such that they have
uniform density in the pure gauge degrees of freedom and
a non-trivial density only in the gauge invariant degrees of
freedom. Right: arbitrary distributions on the space of gauge
configurations do not factor, and uniformity in the pure gauge
direction must be approximately learned by the model.

3. Gauge symmetry group, where each element ⌦ can
be defined as a group-valued field over lattice sites,
⌦(x) 2 G, that transforms links of a field configu-
ration as:

(⌦ · U)µ(x) = ⌦(x)Uµ(x)⌦†(x + µ̂). (10)

Any expressive flow-based model should approximately
reproduce the symmetries of the original action after op-
timization, even if these symmetries are not imposed in
the model. Exact symmetries are recovered on average in
the sampled distribution after reweighting or composing
samples into a Markov chain. Nevertheless, any break-
ing of the symmetries in the model reflects di↵erences
between the model and target distribution, and is thus
associated with sampling ine�ciencies in the form of in-
creased variance or correlations in the Markov chain. Im-
posing symmetries explicitly in the form of the model
e↵ectively reduces the variational parameter space to in-
clude only symmetry-respecting maps, i.e. those that fac-
torize the distribution. An example of such factorization
is illustrated for gauge symmetry in Fig. 1. In many
machine learning contexts, it has been found that ex-
plicitly preserving the symmetries of interest in models
improves both the optimization costs and ultimate model
quality [22, 32–37]. For example, gauge symmetry is a
large symmetry group with dimension proportional to the
number of lattice sites; in our study of U(1) gauge theory
in Ref. [11], it was shown that imposing this symmetry
exactly was necessary to construct flow-based samplers of
comparable or better e�ciency than traditional sampling
approaches.

Interactions between symmetry groups are also an im-
portant consideration. For example, a simple way to
achieve the factorization of the model distribution de-
picted in Fig. 1 would be to employ a gauge fixing pro-
cedure that reduces configurations to gauge invariant de-
grees of freedom only and sample only in the remaining
lower-dimensional space. This could be achieved with
a maximal tree gauge fixing [38, 39]. However, gauge
fixing procedures like the maximal tree procedure that
explicitly factorize the degrees of freedom are not trans-
lationally invariant. On the other hand, gauge fixing

procedures based on implicit di↵erential equation con-
straints instead of an explicit factorization are known
to preserve translational invariance in the path integral
formulation [40], but it is unclear how to restrict flow-
based models to act on configurations satisfying these
constraints. Recent work in the Hamiltonian formulation
has suggested ways to factor out pure gauge degrees of
freedom for U(1) gauge theory, but it is not clear whether
this can be extended to SU(N) gauge theory or the path
integral formulation [41]. Here we develop an approach
to simultaneously impose gauge and translational sym-
metries on models acting on all of the degrees of freedom
of an SU(N) gauge field, without any preemptive factor-
ization along the lines of gauge fixing.

To preserve a symmetry in a flow-based sampling
model, it is su�cient to sample from a prior distribution
that is exactly invariant under the symmetry and trans-
form the samples using an invertible transformation that
is equivariant under the symmetry [42–44], meaning that
symmetry transformations t commute with application of
the function,

f(t · U) = t · f(U). (11)

For lattice gauge theories, a uniform prior distribution
(with respect to the product Haar measure) is easily
sampled and is symmetric under translations, hypercu-
bic symmetries, and gauge symmetry. Equivariance of
the map f can be guaranteed by ensuring that the indi-
vidual coupling layers in the decomposition of f are each
equivariant:

gi(t · U) = t · gi(U)

=) f(t · U) = gn(gn�1(. . . g1(t · U) . . . )) = t · f(U).
(12)

In our approach [11], coupling layers decompose the
components of a field configuration by spacetime loca-
tion, and therefore making coupling layers equivariant
to spacetime symmetries (translational and hypercubic
symmetries) and making coupling layers equivariant to
internal symmetries (such as gauge symmetry) must be
handled in di↵erent ways, but can be simultaneously
achieved.

It has been noted that convolutional neural networks
are equivariant to discrete translations, and a similar
approach can extend equivariance to rotations and re-
flections [9, 45]. For lattice gauge theory, using these
equivariant networks acting on the frozen links inside
each coupling layer and choosing symmetric decomposi-
tions into frozen and updated links ensures each coupling
layer is equivariant under (a large subgroup of) transla-
tions. For example, in Sec. IV we construct models for
two-dimensional gauge theory using convolutional neu-
ral networks with a decomposition pattern that repeats
after o↵sets by 4 sites in both directions on the lattice,
resulting in equivariance under the translational symme-
try group modulo Z4 ⇥Z4. Though the full translational
symmetry group is not preserved exactly, the residual
group that must be learned has a fixed size independent
of the lattice volume.
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FIG. 1. Left: distributions that exactly respect gauge sym-
metry factor over the degrees of freedom, such that they have
uniform density in the pure gauge degrees of freedom and
a non-trivial density only in the gauge invariant degrees of
freedom. Right: arbitrary distributions on the space of gauge
configurations do not factor, and uniformity in the pure gauge
direction must be approximately learned by the model.

3. Gauge symmetry group, where each element ⌦ can
be defined as a group-valued field over lattice sites,
⌦(x) 2 G, that transforms links of a field configu-
ration as:

(⌦ · U)µ(x) = ⌦(x)Uµ(x)⌦†(x + µ̂). (10)

Any expressive flow-based model should approximately
reproduce the symmetries of the original action after op-
timization, even if these symmetries are not imposed in
the model. Exact symmetries are recovered on average in
the sampled distribution after reweighting or composing
samples into a Markov chain. Nevertheless, any break-
ing of the symmetries in the model reflects di↵erences
between the model and target distribution, and is thus
associated with sampling ine�ciencies in the form of in-
creased variance or correlations in the Markov chain. Im-
posing symmetries explicitly in the form of the model
e↵ectively reduces the variational parameter space to in-
clude only symmetry-respecting maps, i.e. those that fac-
torize the distribution. An example of such factorization
is illustrated for gauge symmetry in Fig. 1. In many
machine learning contexts, it has been found that ex-
plicitly preserving the symmetries of interest in models
improves both the optimization costs and ultimate model
quality [22, 32–37]. For example, gauge symmetry is a
large symmetry group with dimension proportional to the
number of lattice sites; in our study of U(1) gauge theory
in Ref. [11], it was shown that imposing this symmetry
exactly was necessary to construct flow-based samplers of
comparable or better e�ciency than traditional sampling
approaches.

Interactions between symmetry groups are also an im-
portant consideration. For example, a simple way to
achieve the factorization of the model distribution de-
picted in Fig. 1 would be to employ a gauge fixing pro-
cedure that reduces configurations to gauge invariant de-
grees of freedom only and sample only in the remaining
lower-dimensional space. This could be achieved with
a maximal tree gauge fixing [38, 39]. However, gauge
fixing procedures like the maximal tree procedure that
explicitly factorize the degrees of freedom are not trans-
lationally invariant. On the other hand, gauge fixing

procedures based on implicit di↵erential equation con-
straints instead of an explicit factorization are known
to preserve translational invariance in the path integral
formulation [40], but it is unclear how to restrict flow-
based models to act on configurations satisfying these
constraints. Recent work in the Hamiltonian formulation
has suggested ways to factor out pure gauge degrees of
freedom for U(1) gauge theory, but it is not clear whether
this can be extended to SU(N) gauge theory or the path
integral formulation [41]. Here we develop an approach
to simultaneously impose gauge and translational sym-
metries on models acting on all of the degrees of freedom
of an SU(N) gauge field, without any preemptive factor-
ization along the lines of gauge fixing.

To preserve a symmetry in a flow-based sampling
model, it is su�cient to sample from a prior distribution
that is exactly invariant under the symmetry and trans-
form the samples using an invertible transformation that
is equivariant under the symmetry [42–44], meaning that
symmetry transformations t commute with application of
the function,

f(t · U) = t · f(U). (11)

For lattice gauge theories, a uniform prior distribution
(with respect to the product Haar measure) is easily
sampled and is symmetric under translations, hypercu-
bic symmetries, and gauge symmetry. Equivariance of
the map f can be guaranteed by ensuring that the indi-
vidual coupling layers in the decomposition of f are each
equivariant:

gi(t · U) = t · gi(U)

=) f(t · U) = gn(gn�1(. . . g1(t · U) . . . )) = t · f(U).
(12)

In our approach [11], coupling layers decompose the
components of a field configuration by spacetime loca-
tion, and therefore making coupling layers equivariant
to spacetime symmetries (translational and hypercubic
symmetries) and making coupling layers equivariant to
internal symmetries (such as gauge symmetry) must be
handled in di↵erent ways, but can be simultaneously
achieved.

It has been noted that convolutional neural networks
are equivariant to discrete translations, and a similar
approach can extend equivariance to rotations and re-
flections [9, 45]. For lattice gauge theory, using these
equivariant networks acting on the frozen links inside
each coupling layer and choosing symmetric decomposi-
tions into frozen and updated links ensures each coupling
layer is equivariant under (a large subgroup of) transla-
tions. For example, in Sec. IV we construct models for
two-dimensional gauge theory using convolutional neu-
ral networks with a decomposition pattern that repeats
after o↵sets by 4 sites in both directions on the lattice,
resulting in equivariance under the translational symme-
try group modulo Z4 ⇥Z4. Though the full translational
symmetry group is not preserved exactly, the residual
group that must be learned has a fixed size independent
of the lattice volume.

Incorporating symmetries

Not essential for 
correctness of ML-
generated ensembles

BUT: Crucially important in 
training high-dimensional 
models 
especially with high-
dimensional symmetries
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First gauge theory application:  
2D U(1) field theory

Parameter of theory

Cost per independent sample
4

FIG. 3. Left: estimates of average Wilson loops hW`⇥`i mea-
sured on the finest ensemble studied here (� = 7). Right:
estimates of topological susceptibility measured on the three
finest ensembles studied here (� = 5, 6, 7). All values are plot-
ted as ratios to the exact results. The flow-based estimates
are consistent with the exact values, while the HMC and Heat
Bath estimates have larger uncertainties and also significantly
deviate from the exact values in some cases.

To investigate critical slowing down, we studied the
theory at a fixed lattice size, L = 16, using seven choices
of the parameter � = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}; the theory ap-
proaches the continuum limit as � ! 1. For each pa-
rameter choice, we trained gauge invariant flow-based
models using a uniform prior distribution and a composi-
tion of 24 gauge-equivariant coupling layers. The kernels
h were chosen to be mixtures of Non-Compact Projec-
tions [63], which are suitable for U(1) group elements;
in particular, we used 6 components for each mixture
and parameterized each transformation with a convolu-
tional neural network. The model architecture was held
fixed across all choices of �, ensuring identical cost to
draw samples for each parameter choice. To train the
models, we minimized the Kullback-Leibler divergence
between the model density q(U) and the target density
e�S(U)/Z. Training was halted when the loss function
reached a plateau. For this proof-of-principle study, we
did not perform extensive optimization over the variable
splitting pattern, neural network architecture, or train-
ing hyperparameters, and it is likely that better models
can be trained.

After training, the flow-based models were used to gen-
erate proposals for a Metropolis independence Markov
chain [25], producing ensembles of 100, 000 samples each.
For comparison, ensembles of identical size were pro-
duced using the HMC and Heat Bath algorithms. For
all choices of �, we fixed the HMC trajectory length to
achieve > 80% acceptance rate when using a leapfrog in-
tegrator with 5 steps. Each HB step was defined as one
sweep, i.e. a single update of every link. To within 10%,
the computational cost per HMC trajectory was equal
to the cost per proposal from the flow-based model in
a single-threaded CPU environment, while the cost per
Heat Bath step was half that of HMC or flow.

Using samples from a flow-based model as proposals
within a Markov chain ensures unbiased estimates after

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

�

1
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� int
Q
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Flow

FIG. 4. Integrated autocorrelation time for the topological
charge, ⌧ int

Q , measured on ensembles of 16 ⇥ 16 lattices gen-
erated using HMC, Heat Bath, and the flow-based algorithm.
Ten replicas of each ensemble were used to estimate errors,
which are smaller than the plot markers for most points.

thermalization; at the finite ensemble size used here, all
observables were found to agree with analytical results
within statistical uncertainties. Of the observables we
studied, local quantities like powers of plaquettes and
expectation values of small Wilson loops were estimated
more precisely by HMC and HB than with the flow-based
algorithm. However, Fig. 3 shows that for observables
with larger extent such as W`⇥` with ` � 4, and par-
ticularly for �Q, large autocorrelations in the HMC and
HB samples result in estimates that deviate from the ex-
act values and have lower precision than the flow-based
estimates.

For Markov chain methods, the characteristic length of
autocorrelations for an observable O can be defined by
the integrated autocorrelation time ⌧ int

O
[69]. Fig. 4 com-

pares ⌧ int
Q for HMC and HB to that in the flow-based al-

gorithm as an indicator of how well the three methods ex-
plore the distribution of topological charge. For all three
methods, ⌧ int

Q grows as � is increased towards the con-
tinuum limit. However, this problem is far less severe for
the flow-based algorithm than for HMC or HB. For exam-
ple, the autocorrelation time in the flow-based algorithm
is approximately 10 at the largest value of �, whereas
⌧ int
Q ⇡ 4000 for HB and ⌧ int

Q ⇡ 15000 for HMC. Account-
ing for the relative cost per step of each Markov chain,
the flow-based Metropolis sampler is therefore roughly
1500 times more e�cient than HMC and 200 times more
e�cient than Heat Bath in determining topological quan-
tities. A promising possibility for further development is
mixing flow-based Markov chain steps with HMC tra-
jectories or Heat Bath sweeps to gain the benefits of
standard Markov chain steps for local observables and
of the flow-based algorithm for extended and topological
observables.

Summary.— Critical slowing down of sampling in lat-
tice gauge theories is an obstacle to precisely estimat-
ing quantities of physical interest as critical limits of the

Conventional 
approaches}

} ML algorithm

Flows on 
compact, 
connected 
manifolds

Gauge-
equivariant 
flows
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FIG. 6. Forwards KL divergence (lower indicates better
agreement) for the three di↵erent mixture model construc-
tions described in the text, estimated using shared ensem-
bles of 106 target samples, for fixed m2 = �4 and varying
↵. At each ↵, all three mixtures are constructed from the
same unimodal component model, obtained using reverse KL
self-training. Errors are computed by bootstrapping, and are
smaller than the markers for all points. Additional variance
due to seed dependence is not quantified.

FIG. 7. Distribution of � for samples drawn from a unimodal
model (p̃), as well as various di↵erent mixtures constructed

from it (p̃(...)mix ) as described in the text, all for m2 = �4 and
↵V = 0.8. The mixture samples are generated by postprocess-
ing the samples shown for the unimodal model. Note: these
histograms are computed using raw model samples, and no
statistical corrections have been applied. The target distribu-
tion (p), as measured using AHMC, is shown for comparison.

self-training schemes in general and not a specific feature
of reverse KL self-training.

To improve over reverse KL self-training we must take
advantage of the ability to augment the training dataset,
which we do by generating each batch of training data by
constructing and sampling from a single-model mixture
using the flow model being trained. We first examine the
symmetric ↵ = 0 case where all of the mixture construc-
tions we consider in this work are equivalent. Figure 9
shows a training history for a model trained using this
scheme, targeting m

2 = �4 and ↵ = 0. Over the course
of training, h�ip̃ ⇡ 0 up to per-epoch fluctuations, in-
dicating that the model trains directly into a bimodal
distribution. This is dissimilar to the training dynam-

FIG. 8. Reweighted forward KL self-training history exhibit-
ing mode collapse, for a flow model targeting m2 = �5 and
↵ = 0, training with batch size 16000, using gradient norm
clipping, and with the learning rate dropping by a factor of
� = 0.5 every 20000 epochs. The similar values of ESS/N
and h�ip̃ are coincidental.

ics observed in e.g. Fig. 4 with reverse KL self-training
at these parameters, where the model initially collapses
onto a single mode then eventually finds the bimodal dis-
tribution.
We generically observe similar training dynamics with

this scheme as with reverse KL self-training for unimodal
models, except for an extra instability that must be reg-
ulated with gradient norm clipping. The large gradients
that destabilize training and necessitate clipping likely
arise in part from batches where a single high-weight con-
figuration (like those discussed in Sec. VII) dominates the
reweighted loss estimate. We also observe that the value
of h�ip̃ for the model distributions can fluctuate at late
times, but we find that step-scheduling the learning rate
(i.e. reducing the learning rate by a factor � = 0.5 ev-
ery 20000 epochs) regulates this e↵ect and allows h�ip̃ to
settle to zero (or the appropriate nonzero value, in the
asymmetric ↵ 6= 0 case).
We also test the training scheme using the naive data

augmentation described in Sec. VA, where rather than
sampling from a mixture we simply apply a random sign
flip to each configuration. In this case, the reweighting
factors use p

0 = p̃ for the configurations before negation,
while log p̃ in the loss is computed after negation. We ob-
serve similar training dynamics for this scheme as when
using training data sampled from a mixture. We com-
pare models with those obtained using other forwards
KL approaches below.
To set a baseline for the self-training approaches, we

train models using data generated on-the-fly using aug-
mented HMC, providing a theoretically infinite train-
ing dataset as in self-training schemes. This training
dataset amounts to a limiting-case perfect dataset for
reweighted forwards KL self-training: all reweighting fac-

Systems with complex topologies

Need:   Unbiased sampling from 
            multi-modal distributions
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 Machine learning for LQCD 

• Provably-exact machine-learning-
accelerated sampling algorithm 

• Orders of magnitude more efficient than 
conventional algorithms overcoming 
critical slowing-down 

• Unbiased results where traditional 
approaches fail 

Deployment for state-of-the-art QCD 
scheduled for Aurora 2023 first science time

[2107.00734; 2101.08176; Phys.Rev.D 104, 114507; Phys.Rev.D 103, 074504  (2021); Phys.Rev.Lett. 125, 121601;  
PMLR 8083-8092 (2020); Phys.Rev.D 100, 034515 (2019); Phys.Rev.D 97, 094506 (2018)]
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• Costs of fine lattice spacings contribute 
to systematic limitations for high-
precision QCD predictions of proton 
structure, e.g.,  

first-principles PDFs, TMDs 

muon g-2 

• Finer spacings needed for first 
controlled calculations of nuclei  

theory input for intensity-frontier 
experiments, e.g., dark matter 
direct detection, DUNE 

nuclear reactions incl. big bang 
nucleosynthesis pathway
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Machine learning for first-principles theory

e.g., calculations of the Standard Model, BSM model, EFT, … 

Require mathematical guarantees of exactness to preserve rigour of 
first-principles calculations 

Compute exact results from known theory 
Use AI/ML to do it faster

Potentially high-impact applications in development across 
theory areas, often require significant investment 

• Developing new ML approaches from the ground up 

• Engineering: scaling up to state-of-the-art HPC facilities 



A NEW ERA FOR 
NUCLEAR PHYSICS


